
GUMMED PAPER 
Tape Dispensers

Efficiency                          
Fast and efficient tape 
dispensing for increased 
productivity

Enhanced Brand Image 
Products that arrive intact 
and pristine reflect a    
positive company image

A Superior Seal
Water activated adhesives 
penetrate into the fibres of 
the carton

Automatic & Manual Carton 
Sealing Solutions. 

Our Better Packages gummed paper dispensers are what many 
of today’s online commerce giants are relying upon to build on 
their strongly positive brand image by improving their overall 
productivity, enhancing the security of their product when 
shipped, and addressing the need for a more sustainable option 
in packaging excellence. 



FEATURES & BENEFITS

    Simple to use operation. There are 15 preset tape  
lengths measured in inches on a clearly marked dial. 

   Durable.  Steel side frame construction ensures   
 durability and long life.

    Effective sealing. Two water brushes provide consistent, 
uniform wetting of adhesive.

    Reliable.  Superior mechanics and guillotine blade 
deliver clean, even cutting of reinforced and non-
reinforced tape

    Cost effective. Only one strip of water-activated tape 
needed for secure, strong seal.

    Environmentally Sustainable. No electricity is needed to 
operate the tape dispenser.

      BP-333PLUSCM

GUMMED PAPER                
Tape Dispensers           
Automatic & Manual

FEATURES & BENEFITS

     Productivity. The Automatic Tape Advance feature 
means that once a piece of tape is removed from the  
dispenser, another automatically advances.

    Reliable.  A microprocessor based control system can 
be interfaced with PC’s, printers, shipping systems, and 
foot pedals for the ultimate carton sealing solution.

    Easy Operation. There are 14 preset colour coded keys 
with lengths ranging from 15cm - 145cm for the quick 
and easy operation.

     Flexible Operation. The programmable key pad allows 
tape length to be adjusted in 1.27cm increments.

    Efficiency. The tape output is a fast 114.3 cm / second, 
which significantly speeds up production where hand 
held plastic tape guns would be awkward, clumsy and 
time consuming.

     Custom Length tape. 

    Unique Safety Features including thermal cutoff and 
safety interlock switch to ensure the absolute safety of 
the user.

     BP-555eFACM

Automatic Tape Dispenser Manual Tape Dispenser


